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Sammanfattning
Molnet är ett begrepp som används mer och mer och allt eftersom företagen bekantar sig
med de relaterade begreppen och vad de innebär och de tjänster som erbjuds av leverantörerna
mognar så vänder sig fler och fler företag till molntjänster för att tillgodose sina behov.
I det här examensarbetet undersöks vilka problem man stöter på vid en migrering av en
existerande serverlösning samt hur man bäst utnyttjar de möjligheter molnet erbjuder samtidigt
som lösningen är kostnadseffektiv.
Detta åstadkoms genom att arbeta fram en molnarkitektur för en existerande serverlösning,
FOCS, på Amazons EC2-tjänst för att sedan migrera FOCS till denna arkitektur. Lösningen
optimeras sedan utifrån prestandakrav och kostnadseffektivitet - både på källkodsnivå genom
refaktorisering av de flaskhalsar som uppstår samt genom att modifiera arkitekturen för att
undvika prestandaflaskhalsar associerade med nätverksgenomströmmning.
Abstract
The Cloud is becoming a more and more popular expression and as companies learn what it
is and the cloud services offered by cloud providers mature, more companies are looking towards
The Cloud to satisfy their needs.
This master thesis examines issues that can arise when moving an existing server solution
to The Cloud and how to utilise the possibilities offered by cloud services with a cost-effective
solution.
This is achieved by developing a cloud-deployment architecture for an existing server solution,
FOCS, for deployment on Amazon’s EC2 service and then migrating FOCS to this architecture.
The deployment is then optimised on both performance and cost-effectiveness - both on a source-
code level through refactorisation of any bottlenecks that arise and on an architectural level by
modifying the architecture to avoid performance bottlenecks associated with network throughput.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Flight Planning
When flying from point A to point B, there are a lot of preparations to be made; the airways
that best make up the route from A to B1 needs to be decided, the amount of fuel required to
fly that route needs to be calculated, calculations regarding weight-distribution of the cargo and
passengers in the aircraft as well as a few other safety-related calculations needs to be performed.
Last, but not least, the airways and some of the safety calculations needs to be submitted to
ATC2 for approval.
This process of preparing for a flight is called flight planning and is something that needs to
be done regardless of whether one is flying a small business jet from Malmö to Stockholm or a
large commercial airliner from Tokyo to Copenhagen.
1.2 FOCS
Flight Operation Control System, or FOCS, is a client/server application for flight planning
operations developed by Flygprestanda AB.
FOCS offer scheduling functionality for both aircraft and crew as well as functionality to
plan flight routes, calculate performance parameters such as fuel consumption and one-engine-
out emergency descent profiles, and submit flights to ATC.
1.3 Problem Statement
Normally, a customer buys a subscription to FOCS and are given a package that they can install
on their own server hardware as well as a client package that can be installed on their dispatcher’s
workstations.
While major travel companies and airlines have the capacity and infrastructure to run FOCS
on their own existing infrastructure, smaller companies don’t and therefore present a problem
when it comes to hardware ownership and responsibility of maintenance when FOCS-specific
hardware is located at the customer’s site.
Because of these problems, Flygprestanda AB (Flygprestanda from here on) are looking
to The Cloud for a solution that allows Flygprestanda to host the FOCS servers for smaller
companies without setting up an expensive data center of their own. For this to be a viable
option, though, it needs to perform at a level close to that of a locally hosted server while still
being cost-effective for Flygprestanda.
1This is highly dependent on weather conditions as well any temporarily closed airways and airspaces or prices
charged to fly through specific airspaces.
2Air Traffic Control
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The purpose of this thesis, then, is to deploy the FOCS server in The Cloud, locate and
eliminate any performance bottlenecks that surface and design a deployment and software archi-
tecture that allows FOCS to be cost-effective when running in the cloud while still keeping the
option of running it on standalone servers situated at each customer’s site.
1.4 Method
The migration will be a hybrid replacement and partial migration as they are described in [1]
performed by first developing a deployment architecture that allows multiple FOCS servers to
form a cost-effective, multi-tenant cloud deployment as well as deploying a single initial FOCS
server that follows the intended architecture but - because of limitations in the source code -
doesn’t fully implement it, analysing how it performs through code-instrumentation and source-
code analysis and then eliminating any major performance bottlenecks that arise through source-
code refactorisation or changes to the architecture while maintaining the cost-effectiveness of the
deployment until the server performs at a level comparable to that of a locally deployed server.
1.5 Overview
The thesis is divided in three main chapters:
• A background chapter that explains important software, technologies and concepts used in
the thesis
• An experiments chapter that deploys FOCS in the cloud and optimises the architecture
and software to achieve required performance and cost-effectiveness
• A conclusion chapter that summarises the work in the experiments chapter as well as any
conclusions that can be drawn from the results
2 Background
2.1 Cloud Computing
“We keep inventing new names for time-sharing. It came to be called servers.. . . Now
we call it cloud computing. That is still just time-sharing. John started it.” [2]
John McCarthy (who is named in the above quote) said in the 1960’s that “Computing may
someday be organized as a public utility just as the telephone system is a public utility”. And
with the increased popularity of cloud computing, he is being proven correct.
To explain what cloud computing is, two related concepts - grid computing and utility com-
puting - needs to be explained first.
2.1.1 Grid Computing
Grid computing refers to the concept of assembling large numbers of computers with loosely
coupled connections to each other and utilise them as a group to provide large amounts of
computing power. It is the same idea as cluster computing, but where cluster computing is
tightly coupled and a cluster is seen as one unit that provides all the computing capacity, grid
computing is seen as a grid of units (that may themselves be clusters) that together provide the
required capacity [3].
2.1.2 Utility Computing
Utility computing is the concept of renting computing utilities and related resources from a third
party and only paying for what is used [4].Utility computing is often coupled with virtualisation
techniques to allow the service provider to utilise larger resources to provide tiered services to
the customers and to make use of all available resources [5].
2.1.3 Cloud Computing
Cloud computing has it’s roots in both grid- and utility- computing. It can be described as a
combination of both, where large data centers are assembled in a grid to allow users to utilise
shared computing-, storage-, and network capacity [6], as opposed to buying and maintaining
their own hardware - often only paying for the capacity they use when they use it.
When it comes to storage, most cloud storage platforms provide an online storage locker
where a user can store files - either through a web-based interface, a client application, a special
file system or a combination of these.
Computing resources is a different subject and there exists three major groupings of cloud
computing services, these are detailed below.
6
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IaaS
Infrastructure as a Service is the cloud computing solution that most resembles a regular hosting
solution. The user rents access to a physical or virtual server that can either run a predefined
operating system or, in some offerings, a customised operating system. The user then has full
control and responsibility over the running operating system and can use it to run any software.
IaaS is closely related to utility computing and can be seen as an alternative to hosting servers on-
site. The main advantage of IaaS over on-site hosting is that hardware management is outsourced,
computing resources can be scaled on demand and that the user only pays for the resources that
are actually used.
PaaS
Platform as a Service is a step down in complexity (from the user’s perspective) from IaaS, the
service provider offers a complete platform solution that the user runs software on. The platform
usually consists of an operating system (usually hidden from the user’s view) and an execution
environment, often for a specific programming language.
PaaS offerings are often paired with other cloud solutions that provide commonly used func-
tionality such as database and storage access.
PaaS offerings differ on how they are debited. Some providers offer a completely virtualised
environment where the platform provider provides the required capacity and charges based on
resource usage and a model more similar to IaaS where the user can choose from a selection of
predefined instance types and are billed depending on the selected instances.
SaaS
Software as a Service is a further step down in complexity from PaaS where the cloud provider
offers access to fully functioning software. A SaaS offering can be everything from end-user web
applications to pre-configured database applications (that are often paired with a PaaS offering).
SaaS offerings often use a subscription model but can, depending on the software on offer,
resemble the PaaS or IaaS models in terms of payment.
2.2 Amazon Web Services
Amazon Web Services - or AWS - is the name of Amazon.com, Incorporated ’s collection of cloud
services. It launched in July 2002, offering storage and computation services [7] [8] and has since
grown to a versatile cloud platform with IaaS, PaaS and SaaS offerings as well as a host of other
related services [9].
AWS is spread out across datacenters at different locations all over the world. Each location
form a region and within each region there exists physically separate datacenters that form
availability zones [10]. Each of the service offerings treat availability zones and regions differently,
with some services working across regions whereas some only work within a chosen availability
zone. Some services also offer replication functionality across availability zones and regions.
An explanation of the different services offered by AWS that are relevant to this thesis follows
below:
2.2.1 S3
Simple Storage Service - or S3 - is Amazon’s cloud-based storage service and offers storage of
regular files (objects) up to 5TB in size [11] while only charging for the amount of storage used.
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It works with buckets, where each bucket has a globally unique name and can contain an
unlimited amount of objects.
A bucket reside in a region and all it’s data is stored at multiple locations within that region.
Transfer of data to a different region is possible through API calls and the management console.
Each object in a bucket is uniquely identified by a key that resembles a file path on *NIX
systems. They are each accompanied by metadata and different permissions can be set on each
individual object. An object can be set to be publicly available and can then be downloaded
using an HTTP URL.
Access to S3 is provided via both the AWS management web-interface and via SOAP and
REST APIs and can be restricted by the use of access keys and certificates.
2.2.2 EC2
EC2 - short for Elastic Compute Cloud - is Amazon’s IaaS offering. It was launched in 2006 [12]
and offers virtual machines in differing specifications (see Appendix A for more information)
across all AWS availability zones. It offers multiple pricing solutions that range from a fixed
price by the hour to a bidding system for unused virtual machines, see Appendix B for more
information on pricing.
A virtual instance in EC2 runs a custom version of an operating system packaged as an AMI
- short for Amazon Machine Image. There are both public official and inofficial AMIs to choose
from and if any of those doesn’t fulfill the needs of the user it is possible to create customized
AMIs either by modifying an existing image or by creating a completely new image. Custom
AMIs can either be made publicly available or can be used privately, in the latter case important
information such as authentication keys to access S3 can be stored in the AMI.
When EC2 launched in 2006, storage options for instances were limited to S3 for permanent
storage and the ephemeral instance storage for temporary files. Since S3 can’t be used as a
regular file system1 the only way to permanently store data and files produced by applications
were to occasionally sync data to S3, either by modifying the deployed application or by using
external scripts or applications.
EBS
Elastic Block Storage was launched in 2008 and is Amazon’s SAN offering for EC2. It provides
networked block-devices to EC2 instances to use for persistent storage as an alternative to syncing
with S3. It provides iSCSI like functionality to running EC2 instances in the form of EBS volumes
that can be attached to running instances in the same availability zone.
Snapshots of an EBS volume can be created at any time and will be stored on S3 for use
as backups and cloning of EBS volumes. Tools exist to allow copying of EBS snapshots across
regions.
EBS volumes can be a maximum of 1TB in size [13] and can optionally use up to 4000
pre-allocated IOPS. If larger disks are required a software-based RAID solution will have to be
employed.
Volumes are priced by size and either by issued I/O requests or, for provisioned IOPS, based
on how many hours it has been allocated [14], this means that the price of a RAID array of EBS
disks will differ depending on I/O provisioning and RAID level used.
EC2 instances can be configured to be EBS Optimized when launched, which is supposed to
offer better EBS performance, especially when working with provisioned EBS volumes [15].
1S3 can be used as a file system with the help of third party software, but it is not officially supported by
Amazon.
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2.2.3 RDS
Relational Database Service - or RDS - is an SaaS offering with pre-configured database servers.
It provides a web-based interface that can be used to set up server instances of Microsoft SQL
Server, MySQL and Oracle DB without the need to manage configuration files or EC2 instances.
RDS instances are billed on the same basis as EC2 instances and can be either Multi-AZ or
regular instances. Multi-AZ instances provide stand-by instances in different availability zones
that will be used if the main availibility zone becomes unavailable.
Read-replication is supported for MySQL instances to allow users to satisfy database capacity
needs that go beyond the capacity of a single RDS instance, there is however no support for write-
replication and therefore database writes will have to use the main database instance.
RDS also offers IOPS provisioning in a similar fashion to EC2, each instance is limited to a
maximum of 30000 IOPS [16].
2.3 FOCS
As can be read in the introduction (section 1.2), FOCS is a client/server application that handles
flight planning operations. FOCS is capable of route planning, mass and balance calculations as
well as safety calculations and also simple scheduling of aircrafts and crew.
The central entity in FOCS is a flight, which represents an aircraft, it’s crew and everything
required to take the aircraft from the departure airport to the destination airport.
A flight’s lifespan begins when it is added to the schedule by a dispatcher. Here, an aircraft
from the customer’s fleet is selected for the flight and the destination and departure airports are
chosen.
When the flight has been added to the schedule it is ready for planning. A completed
flightplan contains information about the crew, passengers, cargo, alternate airports, the route
to fly and how much fuel is required to fly the route.
The flight planning stage begins with defining the load in the aircraft. Here the dispatcher
enters the number of officers, stewards and passengers, and the catering and cargo load that goes
on the flight. The flight is then ready for route planning.
Route planning is where the dispatcher selects what airways to fly from the departure to
the destination airport. FOCS helps the dispatcher with this step by calculating the optimum
route from departure to destination and displaying it to the dispatcher. The dispatcher can then
modify the route by changing flight levels and restricting the possible airways FOCS can choose
from when optimizing the route. Information about airway fees, weather, the terrain beneath the
route and precisely how much fuel is required to fly the route is also presented to the dispatcher.
Figure 2.1 shows an image of how route optimizing looks in FOCS.
After the route has been planned, the flightplan is ready and can be sumbitted to ATC. ATC
then replies with either a confirmation message or a rejection message detailing why the flight
was rejected. It is then up to the dispatcher to act on the rejected message and change the
flightplan so the route is accepted.
Once the route has been accepted by ATC, the flightplan is ready and a document called a
Tripkit that contains all details about the flightplan is created and made available to the pilot(s)
flying the flight.
2.3.1 Architecture
The basic architecture of FOCS consists of a client/server structure built on an in-house developed
framework that handles dependency injection, network transparency, service management and
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Figure 2.1: Route optimizing in FOCS. The route with important waypoints can
be seen as a blue line and the flight-profile and the terrain cross-section can be seen
in the lower left corner.
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data persistence. The FOCS server consists of a collection of several independent services that
together provide the necessary services required for flight planning and scheduling. The main
service groupings are defined below and the current deployment architecture can be seen in
Figure 2.2.
Flightplanning service
The flightplanning service handles customer-specific data and is the central hub of the FOCS
server. It is responsible for the schedule as well as persistent storage of the flightplans in an SQL
database. It delegates most tasks other to other services, thereby reducing the processing and
memory footprint of the flightplanning service itself.
Due to the fact that the FOCS server was initially developed to be deployed at each cus-
tomer site, the flightplanning service can not serve multiple customers. However, some of the
services that the flightplanning service relies on can be broken out and shared among multiple
flightlanning services, this is made possible because of the network transparency offered by the
underlying framework.
Navigation Service
The navigation service is responsible for all navigational services. It has access to a database
containing all navigational aids, waypoints, airports (including runways), airways and airspaces
in the world as well as up to date weather forecasts. It can calculate the optimum route between
any two navigation points that are connected to the airway grid2, taking fuel consumption and
weather in to consideration. The route optimizing algorithm is very complex and is one of the
most computationally intense operations available in a FOCS server.
The Navigation service is also used to provide information about navigation points, airports,
airways, airspaces and the weather wherever it is required3.
Performance Service
The Performance service contains digitized Aircraft Field Manuals (or AFM s) as well as algo-
rithms to read and traverse these. The AFMs can be used to determine how an aircraft performs
in different situations.
The Performance service is used to calculate precise fuel burn data during flight and is used
by the navigation service when searching for the optimum route as well as by the flightplanning
service when composing the tripkit.
Terrain Service
The terrain service handles terrain data and has access to both topographic data of the surface
of the earth as well as a database of significant man-made obstacles that are of interest when
working with flight paths.
The topographic data consists of data gathered from multiple sources and then compiled into
one master database that covers the entire earth with the horizontal resolution ranging from one
sample every 5 meters to one sample every 150 meters depending on region.
It is mainly used to provide terrain elevation cross-sections of the terrain beneath a route but
can also be used to generate topographic map tiles for use in mapping software.
2This includes waypoints, airports and some navigational aids.
3This information is used both in the client when planning a flight but also in the Tripkit that is available to
pilots.
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Figure 2.2: FOCS deployment and architecture at the start of this thesis.
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The terrain elevation cross-sections are generated by analysing an area acquired by taking
the route and expanding it by a pre-set distance to each side. The cross-section is then created
by projecting the 3-dimensioal terrain in the area from the side - this can be likened to viewing a
city’s skyline or a mountain range from far away. The speed of cross-section generation is bound
by how fast the topographic data of interest can be loaded from the storage medium to memory.
The terrain server maintains a cache of recently used data that takes up as much memory as is
allowed by the JVM4 to reduce the limitations of slow storage mediums.
DriftDown Service
The DriftDown service provides emergency descent profiles based on performance data from the
aircraft manufacturers and terrain cross-sections from the Terrain service, it is related to the
Performance service but is developed as a separate service because it is used for other products
within the company.
It has access to the same digitized AFMs as the performance service but uses different graphs
to calculate the descent profile for a specific aircraft in a specific configuration with specific
weather conditions with one engine inoperative from a selected cruise level down to the aircrafts
one-engine-out service-ceiling5.
The DriftDown service also includes algorithms to calculate predetermined decision points (or
PDPs) based on the terrain cross-section for a route that represent a point on the route that
determines whether or not an aircraft must continue towards the destination or turn around if
an engine becomes inoperative during flight. An example of a PDF generated using data from
the DriftDown service can be seen in Figure 2.3.
2.4 Horizontal and Vertical Scaling
When an existing server deployment reaches full capacity, there are two main ways of increasing
server capacity. These two are called horizontal and vertical scaling and, while not mutually
exclusive, they are very different ways to approach capacity scaling.
2.4.1 Vertical Scaling
Vertical scaling, also known as scaling up, means that additional performance is achieved by
upgrading a single server. For example by installing extra memory, a faster CPU, faster hard
drives or a faster network connection.
Vertical scaling is often simple to employ, but can be costly since it requires faster hardware
which generally has a higher cost to performance ratio.
Vertical scaling suffers from a relatively low performance ceiling since the performance avail-
able from even the fastest hardware is limited. It also doesn’t provide any redundancy - if
the entire environment depends on one high-performance server and it breaks down, the entire
environment is affected.
2.4.2 Horizontal Scaling
Horizontal scaling, also known as scaling out, means that additional performance is achieved by
adding more servers into the infrastructure. For this to work the software must be constructed
to run in multiple separated instances.
4This is configured by passing the -Xmx flag to the JVM on startup.
5The maximum altitude the aircraft can maintain with one engine inoperative
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Figure 2.3: An example of the result from a DriftDown calculation. The coloured
lines are the descent profiles for different wind speeds with the PDPs for each wind
speed located where the descent profiles cross and the terrain can be seen as the
“graph” in the diagram.
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Horizontal scaling can often be cheaper than vertical scaling, but requires careful planning
when implementing software since instances will be running separately from each other.
Horizontal scaling does not suffer from the same low performance ceiling that vertical scaling
does. If the software is well designed, the number of instances that can be run in parallel is
virtually unlimited. Horizontal scaling may also offer cost-savings during low-intensity periods
since inactive instances can be powered down if the software design and overall architecture allows
it. It also offers redundancy in that if one server fails, the entire environment isn’t necessarily
affected but may continue to function, albeit at an increased load.
3 Experiments
3.1 Initial Cloud Deployment
To get the most out of FOCS in a cloud deployment, some architectural changes must take place,
these build upon the idea of horizontal scaling laid out in subsection 2.4.2
3.1.1 Cost Comparison of Horizontal and Vertical Scaling
Since computing power in the cloud is most often provided in a virtualised environment where a
smaller server is often run alongside other virtualised servers on a very powerful physical server,
costs often increase linearly with performance (or even decrease) since the only difference between
two servers with differing performance often is how much of the physical server that is allocated
to the virtual instance. A quick glance at the prices in Appendix B reveals that a doubling in
performance costs about twice as much (m1.medium costs twice as much as m1.small and has
twice the power, the same relation holds true for m1.large and m1.medium with a difference of
$0.001 as well as for m1.xlarge and m1.medium) meaning that twice the power can either be
gained by using a more powerful instance (vertical scaling) or by adding an additional instance
(horizontal scaling) for the same cost.
The main benefits of using horizontal scaling, then, is the ability to add or remove capacity
incrementally as capacity demand changes over time, offering greater possibilities to better match
provided (and paid for) capacity with capacity demand even when capacity demand is constantly
changing. Other benefits are that changes in demand can be met without interrupting the service
and that multiple servers provide better fault-tolerance with the load increasing on the remaining
servers if one server goes down instead of the entire service becoming unavailable.
3.1.2 Designing for Horizontal Scaling
To take advantage of the performance opportunities made possible by horizontal scaling, the
software must be designed for it from the start. Redesigning existing software that was never
designed to work with multiple parallel instances can be very tedious and may not even be
possible to do within a reasonable time-frame.
Optimally, software designed for parallelism is capable of running completely independent of
other instances. In reality, though, some sort of communication and synchronization between
instances is often necessary. In these cases, keeping communication bandwidth as low as possible
is desirable.
16
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3.1.3 Automatic scaling
Automatic scaling is the act of automatically bringing up and shutting down instances of a
horizontally scaled server software to meet varying levels of capacity demand.
With the on-demand and pay-for-what-you-use capabilities of cloud computing, automatic
scaling is a way of reducing costs while still meeting actual or predicted capacity demands.
Automatic scaling can be done by scheduling server instances to be brought up and down at
specific times, by reacting to predicted increases or decreases in capacity demand, by measuring
current capacity demand and bringing up or down instances to meet current demand, or by a
combination of these.
The strategy used for automatic scaling depends on the predictability of the capacity demand
and the startup time of new instances. A server that has a low delay between the instance being
commissioned and the server being ready to contribute to computing capacity may be easier to
use in a dynamically scaled environment that reacts to current demand than a server that has a
long start up delay1.
A company that only needs its servers during office hours represents a highly predictable
capacity demand. Servers may be scheduled to start in time to be ready when employees arrive
at work and shut down again when the office closes, greatly reducing costs compared to if the
server instances were running continuously. If the company has multiple offices in different time
zones, a varying number of servers may be required depending on how many offices are currently
open.
3.1.4 Scaling FOCS
Because the FOCS server software was originally written without any parallelism in mind, the
flightplanning server is incapable of horizontal scaling without major architectural changes and
vertical scaling is therefore the only method available for scaling the flightplanning server without
a major architectural reconstruction.
However, because of the network transparency offered by the underlying framework and the
fact that a lot of the computationally intense services used by the flightplanning server operate on
a stateless request-reply methodology, horizontal scaling can be applied on the more demanding
parts of the FOCS server by either sharing these computationally intense services among multiple
flightplanning servers or by having a load-balancing server act as a proxy and forward requests
to and from available servers controlled with automatic scaling.
Sharing Computationally Intense Services
By moving the computationally intense services away from the FOCS server running the flight-
planning service, the FOCS server instance can be scaled down and a more powerful instance
can be utilised by multiple FOCS servers.
Provided that incoming requests are spread out enough not to overlap, the increased server
capacity will benefit all connected FOCS servers, decreasing handling times for all users as well
as decreasing costs by allowing a closer match between required and provided (paid for) capacity.
Load-Balancing servers
As stated earlier, the best way of utilizing Amazon’s cloud cost-effectively is to keep the available
capacity as close to the required capacity as possible. This is done by using automatic scaling to
1In extreme cases, a dynamic algorithm may react to a spike in demand and a slow starting server may not
be ready until after the spike has passed and the extra computing capacity is no longer needed.
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bring up and down servers to meet capacity demands and load-balancers to distribute requests
between running servers.
By breaking up the FOCS server into smaller services and running each service on its own
virtual server(s), each part of the system can be independently scaled based on the capacity
demand for that specific service. See subsection 2.3.1 for a description of the available services.
Since the Flightplanning service is customer specfic, one Flightplanning service is required for
each customer. Each Flightplanning service can however be brought up and down dynamically
based on the customer’s office hours. The other services (Navigation, Terrain, DriftDown and
Performance) can be scaled depending on capacity demand.
Since the number of users and usage hours of FOCS is well known, the capacity demand
on each service should be fairly predictable2 automatic scaling based on the predicted capacity
demand of the services can effectively be used to scale the system to meet capacity demands.
A dynamic scaling algorithm that measures actual capacity demand can be layered on top to
ensure optimal performance. An architectural overview of this deployment of FOCS can be seen
in Figure 3.1.
3.1.5 Initial Setup
Due to the fact that FOCS was initially developed to be run on a single server at the customer’s
location. The proposed FOCS cloud deployment wasn’t possible to implement at the start of this
thesis - mostly due to tight couplings between projects where circular compile-time dependencies
between projects had been avoided by using interfaces but circular run-time dependencies were
still present. However, development on FOCS during the thesis (both as a part of the thesis and
as regular development) meant that at the end of the experiments some progress towards the
proposed deployment had been achieved with the Terrain, DriftDown and Navigation services
running on servers shared between multiple FOCS servers.
The server used to run the test server internally at Flygprestanda is a dual core Intel Pentium
G6950 running at 2.8 GHz with 8GiB of RAM and a 250GB SATA 3Gbps hard drive running
Debian. A MySQL server running on the same machine is used for storing persistent data.
An m1.large instance was selected for the initial deployment since this was the available
instance type that best matched the specifications of the internal test server. The m1.large
instance type offers a 64-bit platform with 4 ECU spread over 2 virtual cores and 7.5GB of
memory. An EBS disk of 200GiB was selected as storage instead of ephemeral storage to simplify
management and allow suspending and resuming the instance. An RDS MySQL instance was
also set up for persistent storage. The initial architecture for the cloud deployment can be seen
in Figure 3.2.
Once the instance had been selected, Ubuntu was chosen as the operating system due to
its similarities with Debian and because of a personal preference. The similarity with Debian
meant that the .deb package used to install FOCS on Debian could also be used on Ubuntu.
Additionally, all required data such as digitized AFMs and the elevation database were uploaded
to S3 and then downloaded from S3 to the instance and stored on the EBS volume.
2Because of the nature of FOCS, the operating hours of the customers and the capacity demand on the services
should have a strong relation
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Figure 3.1: Proposed FOCS deployment for the cloud.
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Figure 3.2: Initial FOCS deployment in the cloud.
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3.2 Analysis
3.2.1 Performance at a glance
While ensuring that the FOCS system was working correctly in the EC2 environment two signif-
icant performance anomalies were noted: when creating an optimised route, the icon that tells
the user that the application is loading data from the server was being shown for a significantly
longer time than when working against a locally running server. The terrain cross-section that
can be seen in the lower left of Figure 2.1 were also taking longer to appear.
3.2.2 Test Setup
Based on the observations made when setting up FOCS in EC2, two tests were set up. Each test
was set up to isolate the tasks performed for each observed anomaly.
The first test, creating an optimized route and waiting for the user interface to finish loading
all data from the server involves a lot of smaller tasks that needs to be performed in a specific
order and to replicate the functionality in a separate application would be a very complex and
time-consuming task. The best method of testing this were therefore determined to use the FOCS
client and instrument the source code in various places to measure the execution times for each
individual task. The FOCS client was controlled using Java’s java.awt.Robot to click the various
buttons in the GUI, which allowed the test to be run automatically. Because java.awt.Robot
controls the actual mouse pointer of the computer it is used on, the test was started on the
afternoon and left to run during the night, with results collected on the morning after.
The second test, generating a terrain cross-section, is a lot easier to isolate and therefore a
specialised test-application was created. The application generates 4000 random routes with an
average length of around 250 nautical miles. These routes are then divided equally between 8
threads and each thread issues one request at a time, waits for the result and then records the
time taken. At the end of the test run, data detailing the average request time and the average
number of requests the server is able to service per second are presented.
Instrumentation
To measure the performance of various parts of the system during test runs. The source code was
first instrumented using a commercial profiler called Yourkit3 was used. Yourkit is a versatile
tool that can measure a multitude of metrics. Here, however, only the metrics about processing
time were of interest.
After running the tests a few times, the execution times for various tasks on both the client
and server did not show any significant differences between a locally running server and one
running in the cloud. It was then concluded that Yourkit probably only measured processing
time spent utilizing the CPU and not time waiting for I/O4. A different method for measuring
execution times was then required.
Remembering that the simplest solution often is the best, the source code was manually
instrumented and the internal clock of the computer was used for execution time measurements
via the use of Java’s System.currentTimeMillis().
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Test
Location 1 2 (time) 2 (RPS)
Local 4.20s 6.51s 1.23
Cloud 23.06s 10.16s 0.79
Table 3.1: Test results showing average execution time for test 1 and 2, and average
handled requests per second (RPS) for test 2 for a FOCS server running on a local
server and in the cloud.
3.3 Initial Results
The initial results from running the tests can be seen in Table 3.1 and as can be seen, there exists
a significant difference between the locally running server and the server running in the cloud.
3.4 Optimisation
Because of the vastly different performance differences between the test cases with the first test
taking 5.49 times longer when running in the cloud and the second test taking 1.5 times longer
when running in the cloud, the conclusion was drawn that the bottlenecks responsible for the
reduced performance most likely were different. The analysis and optimisation of the parts of
the system being tested were therefore handled separately.
3.4.1 Route Optimisation
Since the first test encompasses a lot of smaller tasks, each task was manually instrumented and
the test was run again to gather data used to compare each small task and see if any of them
stood for a disproportionately large increase in processing time.
This instrumentation was then repeated on both client and server to the point where a lot of
methods in the source code were individually instrumented to locate the performance bottleneck.
One instrumented method on the client handling information about airports in close geo-
graphical proximity to the route stood out as having the, by far, greatest difference in execution
times.
After the method had been identified it was closely examined and the cause of the increased
execution time was determined to be a loop requesting information from the server for a large
number of airports, one by one.
Due to the fact that every airport was handled separately and all processing was done in
sequence, the increased latency caused by the longer network route added up to a significant
increase in overall processing time, even though the processing times for each airport on the
server were similar.
Increasing Performance
Since the issue was determined to be latency as opposed to throughput, it was fixed by collecting
all airports and requesting the required information for all airports in bulk, using one remote
call on the server for all airports instead of one per airport, a sequence diagram depecting the
3http://www.yourkit.com
4I have since learned that Yourkit can be configured to measure real time elapsed
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ServerClient
loop
[for all Airports]
getInformation(Airport)
AirportInformation
(a) Airport information gathering before optimisa-
tion
ServerClient
getInformation(Airport[*])
AirportInformation[*]
(b) Airport information gathering after optimisation
Figure 3.3: Gathering of Airport data in the client before and after optimisation
procedure before and after optimisation can be seen in Figure 3.3. The results of running the
test with the optimised method of handling airport data can be seen in table 3.6.
As this increased performance significantly and no other methods stood out as having any
significant increases in execution times the first test was then deemed sufficiently optimised.
3.4.2 Terrain Cross-Section Generation
Instrumenting the source code in the same way as in subsection 3.4.1 above, it was quickly
determined that the decreased performance was caused by the data taking longer to load from
the filesystem.
Since the terrain data was residing on a physical hard drive in a local server and on an EBS
drive that was accessed over the network in the cloud, the bottleneck was deemed likely to be
because of lower I/O throughput because of the EBS drive.
By running the test again and looking at hard drive read speeds on the servers with a utility
called iotop during the test the I/O throughput was confirmed as being lower5.
5No hard test data is available on the I/O speeds measured because of the nature of iotop, but I/O throughput
was roughly 40% lower in the cloud than on the local server
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Increasing Performance
To increase the I/O throughput of the cloud server, a few possible solutions were looked in to
and multiple alternative deployments based on one or more of these solutions were chosen for
evaluation. The solutions will be presented below and the alternative deployments can be seen
in Table 3.2. Some of the later alternative deployments were selected after some of the earlier
had been evaluated - making it an iterative process. All results will however be presented in the
same table and all deployments will be evaluated together to make the results easier to grasp.
EBS optimisation Amazon offer an option to start an EBS optimised instance when starting
a new EC2 instance. These optimised instances are said to offer better performance for EBS
access. Amazon also offer provisioning of up to 2000 IOPS when creating a new EBS volume.
RAID Another, general, option for increasing performance is to use RAID to read from mul-
tiple volumes simultaneously. This is normally done with a hardware RAID controller that
connects to multiple physical hard drives, but since this isn’t available on EC2, a software RAID
implementation and multiple EBS volumes were necessary. The software RAID solution selected
for use was the Multiple Device Driver found in the Linux kernel.
Local Storage Another alternative is to not use EBS for data storage and instead use the
ephemeral storage available to each instance. This means that all data has to be transfered to
the instance when it starts since it disappears again when it is stopped. It is, however, not
limited by network performance once all data has been transferred.
Selecting a Different Instance Type The different instance types available on EC2 does not
only have differing amounts of memory and processing power available, but the I/O performance
also differ between instance types.
The m1.large instance used for initial testing only has moderate 6 I/O performance avail-
able, whereas the m1.xlarge instance offer high I/O performance. Additionally, the hi1.4xlarge
instances offers very high I/O performance. A requirement on the hi1.4xlarge instance, however,
is that data is available on an ephemeral volume7 and not on an EBS volume.
By selecting a different instance type with more RAM available the probability of cache-hits
in the terrain server that completely ignore I/O performance also increases.
Evaluating the Alternate Deployments
To evaluate the different deployments, the test was run on all deployments and the test results
can be seen in Table 3.3.
The test results visible in Table 3.3 show very similar performance in multiple alternate
deployments and therefore it is relevant to compare the relative cost of each alternate deployment
to determine not only a solution that increases performance, but also a solution that does it cost-
effectively. To evaluate the cost-effectiveness of each alternative deployment, the cost of running
each alternate deployment for 1 or 3 years is shown in Table 3.4
Monthly costs are calculated for a reserved instance running for a full month with 800GB of
available storage and 100 million I/O requests per month per EBS volume 8 where applicable,
6Amazon rates the I/O performance of instance types with low, moderate, high and very high
7The hi1.4xlarge achieves Very High I/O performance by providing access to two 1024GB SSD hard drives
8The number 100 million was selected as it was thought to have considerable margin and as I/O requests per
month doesn’t have a significant influence on total cost
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Name Round Type Storage EBS Opt. RAID IOPS
Local 1 N/A Local N/A No N/A
Cloud 0 1 m1.large EBS No No None
Cloud 1 2 m1.large EBS Yes No 2000
Cloud 2 2 m1.large EBS Yes 0, 4 members 4x2000
Cloud 3 2 m1.large Local No 0, 2 members N/A
Cloud 4 2 m1.xlarge EBS No No None
Cloud 5 2 m1.xlarge EBS Yes No 2000
Cloud 6 2 m1.xlarge EBS Yes 0, 4 members 4x2000
Cloud 7 2 m1.xlarge Local No No N/A
Cloud 8 2 hi1.4xlarge Local No No N/A
Cloud 9 2 m1.large EBS No 0, 4 members None
Cloud 10 2 m1.large EBS Yes 0, 4 members None
Cloud 11 2 m1.xlarge EBS No 0, 4 members None
Cloud 12 2 m1.xlarge EBS Yes 0, 4 members None
Table 3.2: Alternate server configurations used for testing terrain cross-section per-
formance.
Server Average Time Threads Requests per second
Local 6.51s 8 1.23
Cloud 0 10.16s 8 0.79
Cloud 1 13.14s 8 0.61
Cloud 2 9.34s 8 0.85
Cloud 3 7.26s 8 1.10
Cloud 4 7.02 8 1.14
Cloud 5 13.15s 8 0.60
Cloud 6 4.63s 8 1.73
Cloud 7 5.22s 8 1.53
Cloud 8 3.74s 24 6.42
Cloud 9 9.45s 8 0.85
Cloud 10 9.39s 8 0.85
Cloud 11 4.84s 8 1.65
Cloud 12 4.66s 8 1.72
Table 3.3: Initial test results for a terrain server running in the cloud and on a local
server
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Server Upfront (3y) Monthly (1y) Upfront (3y) Monthly (3y)
Cloud 0 $676 $161.64 $1028 $149.40
Cloud 1 $676 $411.04 $1028 $398.80
Cloud 2 $676 $1071.04 $1028 $1058.80
Cloud 3 $676 $62.64 $1028 $50.40
Cloud 4 $1352 $224.28 $2056 $199.80
Cloud 5 $1352 $491.68 $2056 $431.20
Cloud 6 $1352 $1151.68 $2056 $1091.20
Cloud 7 $1352 $125.28 $2056 $100.80
Cloud 8 $7280 $670.72 $10960 $534.24
Cloud 9 $676 $194.64 $1028 $182.40
Cloud 10 $676 $212.64 $1028 $200.40
Cloud 11 $1352 $257.28 $2056 $232.80
Cloud 12 $1352 $293.28 $2056 $268.80
Table 3.4: Costs for running each of the alternate deployments under evaluation on
a 1 year and 3 year plan respectively
the price paid upfront for a 1 or 3 year plan is divided evenly on as many months as is covered
by the plan. The source material used for calculating costs can be found in Appendix B.
By comparing the capacity costs in Table 3.5 it is clear that the alternate deployments using
local storage gives the best number of requests per second per dollar, with the m1.large instance
providing the absolute highest number of requests per second per dollar.
There is however, another consideration to take into account: average service time. As seen
in Table 3.5, the Cloud 3 deployment provides the most requests per second per dollar but it’s
average service time is 3.52 seconds higher than the Cloud 8 deployment. The Cloud 8 deploy-
ment costs slightly less than twice as much per request per second as the Cloud 3 configuration,
but also services requests almost twice as fast. It does, however require a substantially higher
load to be cost effective.
The three alternate deployments using local storage (Cloud 3, Cloud 7, and Cloud 8 ) also
suffer from long startup delays since the entire dataset needs to be transfered to the server when
it starts9. The EBS backed deployments does not suffer from this since data stored on a EBS
volume persists even when the server is not running. This makes the EBS backed deployments
better suited for an environment that needs to react dynamically to increases in capacity de-
mand whereas the locally backed deployments will work better in an environment with a very
predictable or constant capacity demand. The EBS backed instances also has the advantage that
they are quick to restart if an instance goes down because of hardware failure.
As for the EBS backed deployments, Cloud 11 provides the most requests per second per
dollar and has the third lowest average service time of the EBS backed server configurations,
being around 0.2 seconds slower than Cloud 6 and Cloud 12. It should be noted that both EBS
optimisation and IOPS provisioning does increase performance for the EBS volume RAID Array
backed server configurations slightly, but that the higher price results in a higher cost per request
per second (significantly so when using IOPS provisioned EBS volumes). A comparison of the
Cloud 2, Cloud 6, Cloud 10, and Cloud 12 deployments shows that the increase in performance
may be because of the EBS optimisation and not because of the IOPS provisioning since the
Cloud 2 and Cloud 10 deployments have near identical performance, as do the Cloud 6 and
9The dataset takes around 3 hours to transfer from S3 to local storage
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Server C1/RPS C3/RPS Average Time
Cloud 3 $1298 $2584 7.26s
Cloud 7 $1866 $3715 5.22s
Cloud 8 $2388 $4703 3.74s
Cloud 11 $2691 $6425 4.84s
Cloud 12 $2832 $6821 4.66s
Cloud 0 $3311 $8109 10.16s
Cloud 9 $3543 $8935 9.45s
Cloud 4 $3547 $8113 7.02
Cloud 10 $3797 $9697 9.39s
Cloud 6 $8770 $23895 4.63s
Cloud 1 $9194 $25221 13.14s
Cloud 5 $12086 $29298 13.15s
Cloud 2 $15916 $45026 9.34s
Table 3.5: Total cost (C) (upfront+ [12 or 36]×monthly) divided by requests per
second (RPS) for each alternate deployment under evaluation sorted by cost.
Test
Location Optimised 1 2 (time) 2 (RPS)
Local No 4.20s 6.51s 1.23
Local Yes 4.13s N/A
Cloud No 23.06s 10.16s 0.79
Cloud Yes 6.56s 7.26s 1.10
Table 3.6: Test results showing average execution time for test 1 and 2, and average
handled requests per second (RPS) for test 2 for a FOCS server running on a local
server and in the cloud both before and after optimisation. Optimised results are
not presented for test 2 running against a local server since only the deployment
architecture in the cloud was optimised and the locally running server is therefore
not affected.
Cloud 12 - with the only difference being IOPS provisioning.
The ideal solution, then, would be a mix of EBS backed servers and servers using local storage
where the servers using local storage are used to meet static capacity demand and EBS backed
servers are used to meet temporary increases in capacity demand. EBS backed servers may also
be used to fill in for locally backed servers during startup after they have been taken oﬄine for
maintenance or because of hardware failure.
3.5 Final Results
The results of running the tests after optimisation can be seen in Table 3.6 and as can be seen by
comparing the average execution times for the cloud server before and after optimisation, there
are significant performance gains available by optimising both hardware and software architec-
tures.
The FOCS deployment architecture after optimisations can be seen in Figure 3.4 and while
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Figure 3.4: FOCS deployment and architecture after optimisation.
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this architecture is closer to the architecture proposed in Figure 3.1 than the initial architecture
(Figure 3.2) it is still not completely there, both because the operational load on the cloud de-
ployment didn’t yet warrant the deployment of load-balancers and auto-scaling (single instances
were enough) and because of source-code limitations that meant the Flightplanning server and
Performance server were too closely coupled to be broken apart within the scope of this thesis.
4 Conclusions and Future Work
In the early sections of this thesis, an efficient architecture for FOCS deployed in a multi-tenant
environment as opposed to an environment specific to each customer is presented (Figure 3.1).
This architecture is then incrementally realised as the FOCS server is deployed and optimised
on Amazon EC2.
The two major bottlenecks that arise during the migration are analysed and fixed in chapter 3
and from this analysis it can be seen that I/O performance and latency can cause significant
performance degradation if care is not taken. It is possible to solve any performance bottlenecks
by either redesigning the system and minimizing the impact of the reduced I/O performance or
increased latency or by analyzing the available options and increasing the available I/O perfor-
mance.
When designing or evaluating an application for deployment in the cloud it is then important
that the application is designed to take full advantage of the opportunities that are offered by
the cloud in terms of dynamic and automatic scaling. As the analysis in subsection 3.4.2 shows
it can often be beneficial to utilise horizontal and automatic scaling in favour of vertical scaling,
if cost is of importance.
Depending on how much of an impact latency has on the application, the cloud can provide
equal performance to a locally running server. This can easily be seen by comparing the numbers
from Table 3.6 for a local server and one running in the cloud, especially in the second test case
which - after choosing ephemeral storage instead of networked storage - is only 11% slower than
a locally running server.
However, due to the fact that the same hardware as is used in the cloud can be deployed
at a local site, it is impossible for a cloud deployment to surpass the performance of a local
deployment given unlimited resources. It is, however, possible for a cloud deployment to provide
better performance than a local deployment within a certain budget due to the pay-what-you-use
model employed by most cloud providers.
The end result of this master thesis is both a FOCS server that can be deployed either
locally at the customer’s site or cost-effectively for multiple customers on Amazon EC2 as well
as an example workflow for migrating existing server solutions to a multi-tenant evironment with
shared resources. This workflow starts with a initially developed target architecture and then
iterates towards this architecture in steps while modifying both architecture and software as
performance bottlenecks arise throughout the iterative process.
What remains to be done is to completely realise the architecture presented in Figure 3.1 by
decoupling the performance service from the flightplanning service and to set up load balancing
and auto-scaling for the services that has already been decoupled.
There is also a possibility to further reduce the latency-induced performance degradation
that is examined in subsection 3.4.1 (albeit not as dramatically) by grouping together even more
client-server calls in batches.
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A AWS EC2 Instance Types
The following is a listing of all EC2 instance types that were available when writing this thesis
[20] [21].
A.1 Standard Instance Types
A.1.1 First Generation
m1.small
Architecture x86 or x86_64
CPU 1 virtual core with 1 ECU
RAM 1.7 GB
Local Storage 1x160 GB
Network Low
EBS Optimisation Not Available
m1.medium
Architecture x86 or x86_64
CPU 1 virtual core with 2 ECU
RAM 3.75 GB
Local Storage 1x410 GB
Network Moderate
EBS Optimisation Not Available
m1.large
Architecture x86_64
CPU 2 virtual cores with 2 ECU each
RAM 7.5 GB
Local Storage 2x420GB
Network Moderate
EBS Optimisation Available
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m1.xlarge
Architecture x86_64
CPU 4 virtual cores with 2 ECU each
RAM 15 GB
Local Storage 4x420 GB
Network High
EBS Optimisation Available
A.1.2 Second Generation
m3.xlarge
Architecture x86_64
CPU 4 virtual cores with 3.25 ECU each
RAM 15 GB
Local Storage Not Available
Network Moderate
EBS Optimisation Available
m3.2xlarge
Architecture x86_64
CPU 8 virtual cores with 3.25 ECU each
RAM 30 GB
Local Storage Not Available
Network High
EBS Optimisation Available
A.2 Micro Instance Types
t1.micro
Architecture x86 or x86_64
CPU Variable1
RAM 0.615 GB
Local Storage Not Available
Network Very Low
EBS Optimisation Not Available
A.3 High-Memory Instance Types
m2.xlarge
Architecture x86_64
CPU 2 virtual cores with 3.25 ECU each
RAM 17.1 GB
Local Storage 1x420 GB
Network Moderate
EBS Optimisation Not Available
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m2.2xlarge
Architecture x86_64
CPU 4 virtual cores with 3.25 ECU each
RAM 34.2 GB
Local Storage 1x850 GB
Network Moderate
EBS Optimisation Available
m2.4xlarge
Architecture x86_64
CPU 8 virtual cores with 3.25 ECU each
RAM 68.4 GB
Local Storage 2x840 GB
Network High
EBS Optimisation Available
A.4 High-CPU Instance Types
c1.medium
Architecture x86 or x86_64
CPU 2 virtual cores with 2.25 ECU each
RAM 1.7 GB
Local Storage 1x350 GB
Network Moderate
EBS Optimisation Not Available
c1.xlarge
Architecture x86_64
CPU 8 virtual cores with 2.25 ECU each
RAM 7 GB
Local Storage 4x420 GB
Network High
EBS Optimisation Available
A.5 Cluster Compute Instance Types
cc2.8xlarge
Architecture x86_64
CPU 2 Intel Xeon E5-2670
RAM 60.5 GB
Local Storage 4x840 GB
Network 10 Gigabit
EBS Optimisation Not Available
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cr1.8xlarge
Architecture x86_64
CPU 2 Intel Xeon E5-2670
RAM 244 GB
Local Storage 2x120 GB (SSD)
Network 10 Gigabit
EBS Optimisation Not Available
cg1.4xlarge
Architecture x86_64
CPU 2 Intel Xeon X5570
GPU 2 NVIDIA Tesla M2050
RAM 22.5 GB
Local Storage 2x840 GB
Network 10 Gigabit
EBS Optimisation Not Available
A.6 High-I/O Instance Types
hi1.4xlarge
Architecture x86_64
CPU 16 virtual cores with 2.1875 ECU each
RAM 60.5 GB
Local Storage 2x1024 GB (SSD)
Network 10 Gigabit
EBS Optimisation Not Available
A.7 High-Storage Instance Types
hs1.8xlarge
Architecture x86_64
CPU 16 virtual cores with 2.1875 ECU each
RAM 117 GB
Local Storage 24x2048 GB
Network 10 Gigabit
EBS Optimisation Not Available
B AWS EC2 Pricing
1 yr Term 3 yr Term
Upfront Hourly Upfront Hourly
Standard Reserved Instances
Small (Default) (m1.small) $169 $0.022 $96 $0.018
Medium (m1.medium) $338 $0.044 $514 $0.034
Large (m1.large) $676 $0.087 $1028 $0.07
Extra Large (m1.xlarge) $1352 $0.042 $2056 $0.034
Second Generation Standard Reserved Instances
Extra Large (m3.xlarge) $1489 $0.189 $2261 $0.153
Double Extra Large (m3.2xlarge) $2978 $0.378 $4522 $0.306
Micro Reserved Instances
Micro (t1.micro) $62 $0.008 $100 $0.008
High-Memory Reserved Instances
Extra Large (m2.xlarge) $789 $0.102 $1198 $0.083
Double Extra Large (m2.2xlarge) $1578 $0.204 $2396 $0.166
Quadruple Extra Large (m2.4xlarge) $3156 $0.408 $4792 $0.332
High-CPU Reserved Instances
Medium (c1.medium) $450 $0.057 $701 $0.049
Extra Large (c1.xlarge) $1800 $0.228 $2804 $0.196
Cluster Compute Reserved Instances
Eight Extra Large (cc2.8xlarge) $5000 $0.61 $7670 $0.61
High-I/O Reserved Instances
Quadruple Extra Large (h1.4xlarge) $7280 $0.931 $10960 $0.742
Table B.1: EC2 instance costs for reserved instances with heavy utilization [14].
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Cost
Standard Instances
Large (m1.large) $0.025
Extra Large (m1.xlarge) $0.05
Second Generation Standard Instances
Extra Large (m2.xlarge) $0.025
Double Extra Large (m3.2xlarge) $0.05
High-Memory Instances
Extra Large (m2.xlarge) $0.025
Double Extra Large (m2.2xlarge) $0.05
High-CPU Instances
Extra Large (c1.xlarge) $0.05
Table B.2: Additional hourly costs for EBS optimised EC2 instances [14].
Amazon EBS Standard Volumes
• $0.11 per GB-month of provisioned storage
• $0.11 per 1 million I/O requests
Amazon EBS Provisioned IOPS Volumes
• $0.138 per GB-month of provisioned storage
• $0.11 per provisioned IOPS-month
Amazon EBS Snapshots to Amazon S3
• $0.095 per GB-month of data stored
Table B.3: EC2 EBS volume costs [14].
